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Laings-Who we are:
Laings: Scotland’s Oldest and Largest Family Owned Jeweller, since 1840.



Laings-Who we are:
7 stores in 4 different Cities: Edinburgh, Glasgow, Southampton and Cardiff. 



Laings-What we do:



Laings- Why China:
➢ The growth of Chinese buying power.

➢ Their love for luxury items, “western, more
reliable” brands.

➢ As a business, we started to receive many
tourists and see a huge potential in China
market.



China Ready- Where we have been to:
Dark ages:

➢ Any Chinese speakers
in store? Too bad,
she is not working
today…

➢ Can you top up with
hot water? What’s
the thing hanging in
the water, hot?…

➢ Do you have any
leaflets so I can show
to my family when I
am back? No Chinese
version, they should
learn English…

New Age: 

➢ Full-time fully trained Chinese sales consultant in all stores

➢ Chinese translated websites, brand leaflets, fully functional wechat and weibo
accounts

➢ Chinese business& cultural training, and embracing Chinese key festivals

➢ VAT off at the point of sale

➢ Chinese payment methods: Unionpay, alipay and wechat pay

➢ Laings Annual Tour Guide (TG) seminar to train TGs on the knowledge of our
brands and the city so they act as ambassadors

➢ Laings sponsor Chinese student unions on free Fresher’s Pickup service,
sponsor Chinese community on varied events, including the China’s direct
airlink

➢ Laings work with ETAG and local partners



Laings- What we have achieved:
➢ 2017 vs 2015: 800% growth rate, multi-million pounds upside, 2018 forecasting strong.

➢ More importantly, the reputation has established in Chinese. Laings have been in Scotland for
178 years and we focus on the sustainable growth.

➢ We won the ‘China-Scotland Business Award-China Welcome of The Year for 2018’!



Laings- Challenges:
➢ China’s Anti-bribery policy cut down the sale we used to get from corporate gifting.

Solution: We diversified our customer groups, and devised separate strategies to promote to them: no
matter who they are: Chinese officials, tourists with tour guides or FITs.

➢ Customers: one-off?

Solution: we launched the company official weibo and wechat platforms to keep in touch with them, long
term CRM.

➢ Chinese Hotpot, Goji berries? Never heard of it.

Solution: we launched the Chinese business and culture training, all staff are confident to take care of
Chinese clients. They are not difficult, they are just different.

➢ Can I get tax refund? Maybe, you will need to see if you can stamp at airport.

Solution: Yes, Laings can offer VAT off at the point of sale, unlike 99% of the businesses in the UK. You
don’t need to go to airport before getting your VAT back.



Laings- Key Learnings:
➢ Not to hard “sell”, to inform and

educate

➢ To offer “convenience”: wechat/weibo
before their visit; free wifi, Chinese
snacks& tea during their visit, top up
with hot water; to offer travel tips,
rather than hard selling your own
product/services

➢ To get their trust and become their
friends

➢WOM

➢ To Work together with China-related
business: Together, Stronger!



Scotland/Edinburgh in the eyes of Chinese:
➢ Scotland/ Edinburgh is a 

romantic place to visit. It has 
its own distinct character. 
They know Scotland from 
movies, pop stars’ MVs and 
Social Medias.

➢ Namecards: “Bagpipes, 
haggis, highland coo, tartan, 
whisky, golf, castles and 
heritage”

➢ If you are selling any of that, 
congratulations! If you don’t, 
build a story around them.



Laings- Future Plans (China Direct-Airlink):

➢ Proud to be the primary sponsor to
China Direct AirLink between China and
Edinburgh, so we can offer a luxury
service to Chinese clients from start to
finish as soon as they land in Edinburgh!

➢ This enables our local Chinese friends
the opportunity to fly home directly to
visit their family more easily…..because
we know family is everything!

➢We are working with Edinburgh airport
to utilise this fantastic opportunity.



➢Wechat app to Geolocate

➢ 4D printing in jewellery design: ready in 5 
mins

➢ Augmented reality: to try on watch online 
on their wrist

➢Most Importantly, to continuously work with 
ETAG and all China-related businesses to 
create a purpose for Chinese to visit 
Edinburgh, and to offer a more“China-
Friendly” city 

Laings- Future Plans (Age of technology & 
Millennials):


